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RICHARD MICHAEL DEBLICQUY (1930 – 2021)
Some people achieve legendary status in their lifetime.
One such was Dick deBlicquy, a master practitioner of the
unprepared ground in the treeless Arctic. A quintessentially
and correct assessment of terrain from the air, particularly
endeavour, Dick had few equals.

as a test pilot on the De Havilland Mosquito. Son Dick grew
up in Sioux Lookout, Trois Rivières, and Montreal. In 1948
he joined the RCAF, trained as a navigator and served on
an air photographic squadron active in the North. However,

whom he had met in Carp, to join his company, Bradley Air
Services (BAS), as a pilot. A year later, Dick found himself
Warning (DEW) Line, which was under construction on the
northern mainland coast of Canada and with which BAS
had a contract.

(Photographer unknown).

helicopters in Ontario and, in winter, in New Zealand. In
multi-talented and innovative pilot-engineer Welland W.

forces with Russ Bradley as chief of operations at BAS.

moved to Resolute on Cornwallis Island. Dick and Lorna
joined Atlas Aviation, which Weldy Phipps had founded

the Geological Survey of Canada, on Banks and Victoria
wheels, such as the De Havilland Canada DHC-2 Beaver
and DHC-3 Otter. He further expanded his aeronautical
horizon when, on a skiing holiday in Switzerland, he met
Hermann Geiger, a Swiss pilot famed for operating light
aircraft from glaciers. Geiger took Dick along on several

the company to Kenting Aviation and retired. Dick rejoined
involved in Twin Otter operations in Greenland. During his
years with Atlas Dick had made several trips to northern

Ellesmere Islands in the Canadian High Arctic (Mikkelsen,
rugged, rocky terrain of western Greenland presented
summer months in New Zealand. In fact, it was in New
Canadian woman pilot whom he had met in Ottawa.

mining company Cominco had asked Dick to advise on the

STOL (short take-off and landing) aircraft. He found two

wherever he lived and pursued many interests, such as solar,
wind, and tidal energy and climate change, particularly in
the Arctic. For much of the time he lived in southern Wales
with his great friend Margaret Jones, who owned a cluster

acknowledging that the cost savings realized in using Twin

Margaret Jones (Manordeilo, Wales).
Yet Dick did not return home from his Greenland
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U.S. Air Force for re-supplying the two DEW Line sites
on the Inland Ice of Greenland. Realizing that the C-130
of a lucrative contract to BAS that ran for 2½ years, until
the local airline, Greenlandair, purchased their own Twin

life and career.
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their marriage did not last; it was dissolved in 1992. A true
of her own, winning the Trans-Canada (McKee) Trophy
for her aeronautical achievements in 1993 and the Order of
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